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Lanes for Beef Cattle Operations

L

anes are essential for moving cattle
and creating efficiency on beef cattle
operations. A good example of this can
be seen in the layout of western feedlots.
An examination of Figure 1 shows the
intersection of two lanes, which provides
a route into four different lots. Along a
single lane, cattle can be led into four
different lots. Getting cattle from the lane
into a lot is accomplished by flaring out
the lane and closing a cross gate to funnel
cattle into one of two available lots.
The benefits of lanes can be applied
to pasture-based Kentucky cattle operations of any size. Lanes can be used to
move cattle from pasture to pasture, and
to access structures or barns, handling
facilities, and load-out areas, which are
obvious connections. Lanes can also be
used so cattle can use areas with shade.
Figure 2 shows a lane on the Eden Shale
Farm in Owenton, Kentucky. This lane
is used to move cattle to and from small
research paddocks and to the handling
facility. However, the lane is also used
seasonally so cattle can use a shady grove
of trees in the center of the photo.
A lane can create efficiency for a cattle
operation by saving time and effort. In
addition to moving cattle from point to
point, lanes can have important cattle
production components, such as watering stations, gates, mineral sources, and
feeding structures. Properly situated,
these components can be used by cattle
in multiple pastures, saving the producer
time and money depending upon the
layout and acreage.
Figure 3 shows a watering station that
has been situated at the end of a lane and
at the intersection of two pastures. This
lane tees into another lane, which is also
grazed. The hub that is created can be
used to move cattle from field to field
as well as to provide a watering station
for multiple pastures and the two lanes.
Within the hub for hay feeding is a mineral source and portable feed bunkers.
Feeding cattle in lanes or hubs makes
them easier to catch. Waste hay and manure are easy to remove from a hardened
surface.
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The benefits of lanes can be applied to pasture‐based Kentucky cattle operations of any size.
Lanes can be used to move cattle from pasture to pasture, and to access structures or barns,
handling facilities, and load‐out areas, which are obvious connections. Lanes can also be used so
cattle can use areas with shade. Figure 2 shows a lane on the Eden Shale Farm in Owenton, Ky.
This lane is used to move cattle to and from small research paddocks and to the handling facility.
However, the lane is also used seasonally so cattle can use a shady grove of trees in the center of
the photo.

Figure 2. Access lane to the paddocks on the Eden Shale Farm.
Figure 2. Access lane to the paddocks on the Eden Shale Farm
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nity. However, the lane can and should
be widened in places to accommodate
fence-line feeders, waterers, and sharp
turns.
The width of a lane should be planned
based on available materials, cost, and
personal preferences. Filter fabric typically comes in rolls that are 12 to 15 feet
wide. Some vendors only stock 15-foot
rolls. This allows producers the option
of incorporating 12-foot to 14-foot gates
in the design. Regardless of the size of
the gate used, it should be rigid enough
to handle the pressure exerted by cows
or bulls. A heavy 16-foot gate places a
significant load on swing posts and may
create problems after prolonged use.
Gate latches should be easy to operate.
A bull-nose latch is a good choice as it is
functional and simple to operate. Some
producers prefer gate latches that can be
operated from horseback, which can create better flow and additional efficiency.
The type of surface will depend on
how often a lane will be used, when it
will be used, and the number of cattle
using it. Soil type and drainage will affect
the load-bearing capacity of a surface.
Leaving the surface as grass is an effective way to reduce cost when a few cattle
need to be moved a long distance some
of the time. More frequent use or winter
use will require a more robust surface.
An example of a reinforced surface is
geotextile fabric and rock heavy-use pad.
Steep slopes, drainage, and frequent use
may require a more robust surface constructed using geotextile fabric and rock
with the addition of geocells or a plastic
grid incorporated into the design. Other
options for strengthening the surface
could include concrete cinder blocks, tire
cylinders, otherwise known as Mechanical Concrete©, soil cement, and concrete.
The surface type dictates how well and
how quickly cattle should be or can be
moved. Any drainage issues should be addressed at the time of installation. Often,
a producer will not have time or funds to
redo anything afterward.

Figure 3. Aerial photo of a watering station at the end of a lane on the Eden Shale Farm.
Figure 3. Aerial photo of a watering station at the end of a lane on the Eden Shale Farm.
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